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Help your little ones recognize the joy, responsibility, and importance of being baptized. I Want to

Be Baptized -- from the same author and illustrator who brought you The Holy Ghost Is like a

Blanket -- depicts what baptism really means for children's lives by comparing it to objects they

remember and relate to. Turn to these heartwarming illustrations and meaningful analogies next

time a child asks you about baptism.
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"I Want to Be Baptized is a fantastic book that helps kids understand the importance of baptism.

The artwork is warm and inviting and the lessons taught are easy to understand..." -- Brandon D.,

Los Angeles, CA"This is the best children's book on baptism I've seen. Simple, captivating and

beautifully illustrated..." -- Shawna Edwards, Songwriter, Author, & Speaker"I Want to Be Baptized is

a fantastic book that helps kids understand the importance of baptism. The artwork is warm and

inviting and the lessons taught are easy to understand..." -- Brandon D., Los Angeles, CA"This is

the best children's book on baptism I've seen. Simple, captivating and beautifully illustrated..."

--Shawna Edwards, Songwriter, Author, & SpeakerWe love this addition to our home library . Its the

kids favorite to pull at story time. Each time the oldest (4 yrs) says "i want to be baptized" when we

get to the last page. Its a great compliment to the Holy Ghost is a Like a Blanket --We bought this

before my oldest's baptism and he still reads it, as does my 2nd son and they really love it. Great



book. Great teaching tool. --

I Want to Be BaptizedÃ‚Â is the perfect gift for the special children in your life whoÃ‚Â are getting

baptized and forÃ‚Â those wanting to understandÃ‚Â more about baptism.

We love this addition to our home library . Its the kids favorite to pull at story time. Each time the

oldest (4 yrs) says "i want to be baptized" when we get to the last page. Its a great compliment to

the Holy Ghost is a Like a Blanket

Wasn't really what I was looking for in regards to explaining about God and what baptism was about

for a 5 year old.

Sweet book. My Granddaughter loves it.

Great, great resource- every Latter Day Saint family needs this! Although written and printed for the

LDS church, it works fine for our RLDS family. We are going to use each page and the extra

reference materials in the back for a study for homeschool.

A great way to teach kids about baptism through memorable metaphors. Highly recommended!

We bought this before my oldest's baptism and he still reads it, as does my 2nd son and they really

love it. Great book. Great teaching tool.

I got it for my seven yr old, he often asks to read it together.

It is a good book I really love it I think it is perfect for kids ( : ( ;
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